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Why I joined the FOLVS committee
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Katy Hill
I am the mum of Sam in Year 4 and Jake in Year 1. I joined the PTA to help the FOLVS team
raise the funds to support the school with our children’s education and to help make the time at
school to be the best it can be.
Naomi Jones
My hubby (Phil) and I have one child - Charlie who's in Year 5. I've been a year rep for a couple
of years now and the whole family have always tried to get involved when we can. Charlie loves
helping out too! Since getting involved, I've seen first-hand how the FOLVS Team and all the
extra volunteers work immensely hard behind the scenes and I really wanted to be a part of the
team giving back as much as I could for the benefit of Charlie and all our children. Sometimes I
can only give 1/2 hour, sometimes its a few hours, but I've realised that however small you do
make a difference!
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Why I joined the FOLVS committee
Lucy and Lee Whales
We have Joshua in year 2 and Sophie in nursery. We are both keen to help and support the
school and give back to the community. We like to help at the events raising money for the
school. Lee works full time but Lucy is at each school pick up and happy to help where she can.
Dawn Eaves
I’m mum to two boys, Archie in reception and Noah in year 3. My partner Phil works full time, so
its me you will see at drop off and pick up dashing from one end of the school to the other! We
are big believers that school should be educational but also fun and supporting the school,
children and keeping parents in the loop is very important to us.
Melissa Edge
I’m Mell and I wanted to be involved in FOLVS as I work full time and never get to do many pick
up or drop offs so it’s nice to be involved in supporting my son and the school as a whole.
Yvette Garcia-Mier
My daughter just left Langford and my son Miguel is in Year 4. We are a very creative family so
when the PTA needed a promotion manager, I thought, I can help with that! I have been involved
with the PTA for over a year now and have seen all volunteers’, however small the contribution,
can make a big difference to raise money for the school.
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